More Context Clues

___________________

Good readers look for context clues when they come upon an unfamiliar
word. Using context clues means that you think about the meaning of all
the other words in the sentence to help you figure out the unknown word.
Read each sentence below. Tell what the underlined word means.
Circle another word (or group of words) in the sentence that gave you a
hint to help you use your context clues.
My father looked dignified wearing a suit and tie. He looked so proud and formal.

Dignified means ____________________________________________
At the scene of the traffic accident, the man was completely incapacitated!
He couldn't move his arms or legs at all!

Incapacitated means ________________________________________
The worker was completely incompetent. He did a very poor job and couldn't be
counted on by the customers or the employees.

Incompetent means _________________________________________
Today was very productive. We got many things done in a short amount of time.

Productive means ___________________________________________
John Elway's career as a quarterback was very lucrative. He made a great deal of
money doing something he enjoyed.

Lucrative means ____________________________________________
The atmosphere in the room was very dismal. Everyone looked sad and gloomy.

Dismal means ______________________________________________

When using context clues to understand unknown words, I feel:
____ confident
____ unsure
____ I need help.

More Context Clues Answer Key
Good readers look for context clues when they come upon an unfamiliar
word. Using context clues means that you think about the meaning of all
the other words in the sentence to help you figure out the unknown word.
Read each sentence below. Tell what the underlined word means.
Circle another word (or group of words) in the sentence that gave you a
hint to help you use your context clues.
My father looked dignified wearing a suit and tie. He looked so proud and formal.

Dignified means stately, business-like. (clue: proud and formal, suit and tie)
At the scene of the traffic accident, the man was completely incapacitated!
He couldn't move his arms or legs at all!

Incapacitated means paralyzed.

(clue: unable to move)

The worker was completely incompetent. He did a very poor job and couldn't be
counted on by the customers or the employees.

Incompetent means not helpful, disorganized(clue: poor job, not counted on)
Today was very productive. We got many things done in a short amount of time.

Productive means busy and good. (clues: many things done; short time)

John Elway's career as a quarterback was very lucrative. He made a great deal of
money doing something he enjoyed.

Lucrative means successful. (clue: great deal of money; enjoyment)

The atmosphere in the room was very dismal. Everyone looked sad and gloomy.

Dismal means dreary. (clues: sad and gloomy)

